WORKSHOP
Image – Archive – (Hi)Story: German Gazes upon East Central Europe
July 2, 2018
Herder Institute for Historical Research on East Central Europe – Institute of the Leibniz Association, Scientific Collections (Marburg, Main Building, Gisonenweg 5-7)

10:45 - 11:30 am WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION
Dr. Dietmar Popp
Head of the Scientific Collections, Head of the Image Archive

11.30 am – 12.15 pm DIGITIZATION IN THE IMAGE ARCHIVE
Portfolio: Propagandistic postcards Poland and Bohemia (Collection Jaworski)

12.15 – 1.00 pm DOCUMENTING VISUAL MATERIAL
Introduction to the Image Catalog

1.00 – 1.45 pm Lunch

1.45 – 3.15 pm GROUP WORK: COLLECTION TREICHEL & VOLHYNIA
Registering and contextualizing / (re-)interpreting images using primary sources

3.15 – 3.30 pm Coffee break

3.30 – 4.15 pm KEYNOTE:
„Daily life in Volhynia and Kashubia before 1945 - Photos by Germans between Staging and Authenticity“
Dr. Elke Bauer (in the Lecture hall)

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
» Introduction to the activities of a scientific collection
» Working in an image archive
» Digitization and processing of visual sources
» Contextualization of visual material and critical analyses of archival images